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1960-61 SJS Basketball Season Opens
New Coaches Inman, Glines Start
Campaign in Spartan Gym Tonight
Spaztana
Ifs NICK PETER,. -punt, Editor
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’Overnight Parking’ Tickets Sociologist
Discuss
Arouse SJS Student Protest’’Delinquency’

The issuance of approximately
18 "overnight parking" tickets
yesterday morning by the San
Jose Po lice department has
aroused student concern and protest about the action. Gus Norton,
dormitory resident and recipient
of one of the citations, reported.
The tickets, he said, were issued
to "all the cars on the east side
of S. 10th st.," across from the
men’s dormitories. Signs addressed
to the police and reading: "did you
get your quota?" and "get your
Quota elsewhere!" appeared on one
of the ears and on the end of one
of the residence halls, Norton re-

REASONS GIVEN
The reasons for the citations,
according to Captain Elmer Klein,
San Jose Police department, were
that people in the area were complaining about cars being parked
in front of their residences for
long periods of time.
It is illegal in San Jose, he
stated, to use the city’s streets for
storage or to park for more than
one hour between 1 and 6 a.m.
But, he said, the second law was
written when there were primarily one-family residences.
The Police department, he
stressed. is "not conducting any
drive" aimed at SJS students or
dormitory residences. In fact, he
said, the department has tried to
be tv; lenient as possible in the
Issuing of overnight citations,
"We have an obligation to householders and property owners, an
obligation to enforce existing law,
and an obligation not to be op-

Lana, Van Heflin
In Tonight’s Flick
(ire. Dolphin Street." Iii -

sight’s flick, will begin at 7:30 in
TH55.
Starring Lana Turner, Van Heflin and Donna Reed. "Green DOI.
phin" is the story of a New Zealand lumberman’s storm -tossed romance. Sending half-way around
the world for his sweetheart.
whose name he cannot recall, he
is forced to merry her sister. The
resulting challenge stems from a
woman’s faith in the face of a
loveless marriage and the rigors
of a primitive land.
The film, sponsored by the seninr class, costs 25 cents with SJS
ASII card, says Roger Senile, class
president.

pretsave,- he pointed out.
Some students, he said, have
been covering their cars and leaving them in front of private residences up to four or five days.
COLLEGE CONCERN
Ralph Gough, head of the SJS
security department, stated that
the college has been "concerned"
about the parking problem since

1 5

AUTHOR
He is the author of "Delincpwr
Boys --the Culture of the Gam,
The book, published in 1955,
pounds the "sub-culture theory
explanation of excessive del::
quency in recent years, Dr. BlaH
well said.
The SJS sociologist said Dr.
Cohen currently is collaborating
on a text book with a Washington
By ED RAPOPORT
state university professor.
Tit,- y,P.111g Rd OM alike will re- jor. Defiono, a ’i-’y’5 righl.
Dr. Cohen received his B.A. and
Ph.D. from Harvard. and earned live memories beginning tonight written television scripts for Kral’
an M.A. from Indiana university. as the SJS Speech and Drama de- Theater and the Kaiser Aluminur,
partment presents James M. Bar- flour and pexhiced his own varlet
rie’s "Peter Pan" at 8:15 in the show ’From Here and There" in
1College Theater.
London.
Wendy. one of the Darling chil1 The fantasy about the boy who
ll:ouldn’t grow up will be presented dren who accompanies Peter to the
gain tomorrow night and Dec. 7- mythical Never Land, is being
10 at 8:15 with special 2 p.m. Sat- played by Susan Eers, Miss Evers.
Tonight the second Atidubon tirday performances Dec. 3 and 10_ a senior drama major, has worked
. ’Peter Pan" contains much of in summer stock with the White
screen tour, "Designs for Surd\ the humorous in it, and according Oaks Summer Theater in Carniel
al," feattning a roving zoological to director John R. Kerr, associate Valley.
garden, will be shown at 8 p.m. professor of drama. the SJS proDARLING KIDS
in Morris Dailey auditorium, ac- duct ion will take advantage of
The other two Darling children
a
h
,
t
c
a
f
t
cording to Dr. Arnold G. Apple- twill he pennrayed by Don Krikorian as John and Sandra Emery
PARKS PLAys PETER
garth. professor of zoology.
Playing Peter Pan in the col- as Michael. Carol Rose will play
Wiliam A. Anderson of HomeI
lege revival is Richard Parks. jun- Mrs. Darling.
stead, Fla.. creator of the color
Gay Lewis will be Nana. house -1
ior drama major, who has perfilm, will narrate the program. formed in "Simply Simon" and hold shaggy dog of the Darlings’
Mr. Anderson has produced oscar- "Yankee Drummer Boy" with the who actually serves as the chilwinning material for Walt Disney traveling Children’s Theater of the dren’s nurse. and Carole Warren
will be both Liza. the Darling
West.
films and educational films,
Cast in the dual role of the can- chamber maid. and Tiger Lily:
The cost is 50 cents for students, tankerous Mr. Darling and the head of the Indians of Never Land.
90 cents for general admission and wicket Captain Hook is Jerry DeOther players in Never Land se(Continued on Page It
25 cents for children under 12.
Bono, junior speech and drama ma-

’Peter Pan Production
To Begin Run Tonight

This typical action shot of the "Roaring Twenties" gives a prevue
of the next issue of Lyke magazine which will hit the stands
Wednesday.

Lyke Features Buster Keaton;
Roaring 20s Theme Selected
’The Roarini., , ,..nties" will be
the theme of the winter edition of
I.yke magazine that will hit the
stands Wednesday. Dec. 7, editor
John Hopkins announced yesterday.
Highlighted by an interview
with the immortal star of slapstick comedy, Buster Keaton. the
pre-Christmas edition is expected
to "sell like hotcakes," Hopkins
said.
Hopkins reminds Lyke readers
that the November issue was sold

!holt

PABLE (it 5I vs, s, 5 I -.5111.1
spar,
The Si’-.’
ship of the year yesterday carrying plants, animals, insects and two
(logs named Little Bee and Little Fly.
A scientist at Britain’s Jodrell Rank Observatory sold the
kat shows the Russians now aro. capable of putting a man into
sr.o’c and bringing him hack safely. ’Be ,Airect a similar launch it
it man alma rd any day
’,aid.
WHITE BLOCKADE OUTU0NED
ORLEANS WM S White "blockade runners" smuggled
..I %our children into an integrated school yrislerda?; and it made
the Idockarling housewives so angry they hill,
,Il bystanders.
if,. outfoxed "the
0.,:rsii.mwhers...
iteminister and a meter natier,
to
a group of sometimes-viol.. .I o omen trying
Frantz school
P,,’sent
white students from attending
oith a lone Negro girl.
KENNEDY MAKES FlItsT I itisi I \I:rills INIt’S’r
tient
WASHINGTON I UPI I G.n
Is s.11 Mary
us‘lccrlaY was named by Pres.-elect John E. Eciloril!, to
health, edueation and wenare in his new eithinel,
Kennedy ann lllll wed his first cabinet appointment siv hours
!Begotten Williams
ia 111.41.10.141 that he had picked Gov. si.
"I 11,11igoti aft assistant sevretary of stale for Africa.
1,1

Dr. Albert K. Cohen, a studio
of juvenile delinquency probler,
for 20 years, will speak on "Midi
Class Delinquency" today befo,,
a possible 400-strong crowd
TI155 at 1:30.
A natiorvilly known sociologi
and criminologist, Dr. Cohen
scheduled to make a second :,.
dress at an evening banquet spoilsored by Alpha Kappa Delta, national sociology honor society.
DISCUSSION
Dr. Cohen, according to SJS’s
Dr. James E. Blackwell, assistant
professor of sociology, may agree
to spend the interim in discussion
"over coffee in the cafeteria."
The visitor is a professor .,t
sociology at Indiana university
but for the 1960-61 school year.
teaching at the University of California at Berkeley.

world wire
MOS(

the beginning of the semester, but
that it is "in a bind" about solutions.
The city, he said, decided not
to give students overnight parking
permits because it did not consider
it "fair" to decide who got to park
on the streets, since there are "not
enough spaces" to accommodate
all student residents.

Planting a seed t Is at stint grow into a future West Coast cage i to er is iii the proper rolti
Ainl a cast of
Salim’. rookie sarsits coach Stu I
an, new fre4onan mentor
pr lllll ising athletes embark on a stew era of San Jose basketball tonight in the !varier’ gym.
"mw look" tar -its opens its season against Fresno slate% Bulldog- it 8:15 p.m.,
1111- 4,111111%
prefaced hs a 4:15 p.m. preliminary helvvern
frosh and Meld"
A former star center 1917-10 I and holder of malty Spartan ..cooriti;z record-. Inman milereeds Director of AthleM-- \,1 ut NIcPberson at. the brain- behind S.17-.
Glines steps into the Crush post
vacated by Inman, bringing with
him an impressive prep coaching
mark at Acalanes high.
For the new varsity mentor.
Is rebuilding Job is on the planning board. The 1939-60 version
itt SJS basketball ended the sea %0111
at 6-19, tailmlnating two
years of the 11001,N.t hardwood
play- In Spartan historya composite 11-38 record and two conarcultive last-place berths in the
West Coast Athletic Conference.
Inman has the material to build
a WCAC power. The team has a
nucleus of eight sophomores and
six juniors. with only two seniors.
Norm Rostock t6-112 I. a hustling senior forward who was used
sparingly at the tail -end of last
season, has moved into a firststring assignment.
The other senior, guard Al Andreas .5-11 /. saw action in 195859, sat -out last season, and will
see moderate duty this year, as
the team is loaded with guards.
.Sophomore Dennis Bates (6-4)
joins Rostock at the other forward position and may he the
tram’s "sleeper."
1 -he is a smart, but not sensational. transfer from City College
of San Francisco. He was not a
STU INMAN (left) and DANNY GLINES
tar at CCSF, and may not he a
. rookie coaches hopefully eye future
standout at S.TS. hut he consistently gets the job done and fits perfectly into Inman’s future plans.
Bill Robertson ,6-5,, Dick RoO’Mohundro
and
ine
((’ontinued e, Page 5)

RELIGIM’s st st
,,r the chuirh of
ROME SUPI t Dr. Geoffre..,
meeting with Posx, John
historic
an
for
arrived
yesterday
l’avittlui.
for "unity, not union" for all ,
XXlliol’’i Pleaded later in a sermon
Christians
VIII’MRA REAVIIIES U.N. TROOPS
Deposed Premier Patrice
LEXWOLDVILLE. The Congo IIJPI
limit:mita has reached Luluabourg. capitol s.f Kasai Province’ where
United Nations
Ile Is tinder the protection of Ghanaian troops of the
tome. a Congolese army source repot led yesterday.

out early on the day of publication.
The student magazine includes
a satiric look at television by Jerry
Nachman, Mercury columnist, in
an edition that will present a balance of humor, fiction and feature.
Sales will be made at five campus locations starting at 7:30 a.m,
and will continue through Thursday if copies remain. The price is
35 cents.

Storm Dents Cars
With Toppled Trees
lin Big Damage Tolls
y morning’s wind and
lain storm, although relatively
brief, managed to run up an impressive damage score and at the
same time disturb the lives of at
least two S.1S students.
One resident of Hoover hall on
the corner of Seventh and San
its. was deprived of the
fileasure of sleeping late when
inds brought a tree down out
her ground floor window with
a resounding crash. Stephanie
Brudney reported that the tree
did not cause any damage in her
room when it hit the outside wall
bot it Was a little different expert011VI. than vtakIng lip to an alarm
Hoek.
Tom Egan. an Allan hall resiaim) became its itely aWFIVP of
the siiirm when it
tree toppied over on his car while it was
parked tin San Carlos between
Ninth and Tenth slit. Egan no I Med the tree on his way back
front an 8:30 class. His first impression, he said. Was that he
might -get a free paint job." When
city workmen pulled the tree off
the car. however. it became apparent that more than a paint job
would he necessary.

Survival Featured
For Audubon Tour

WEATHER ON RAMPAGE

Rally To Feature
Bulldog Burial
This Afternoon
"Leash and Bury the Fresno
Bulldog" rally will begin the Spartan basketball season officially thins
afternoon with a funeral march
starting at 11 p.m. at 11th and San
Fernando sts.
The march will be led by the
yell leaders. dressed in Roman
togas, carrying a paper maehe.
Milking on a stretcher. The netsSJS pep hand will follow playing
the "Death March." The cheer
leaders and porn lion girls will
march behind celebrating the hull dog capture.
The processional will turn right
at San Carlos st. and end at a Va.
cant lot opposite women s dormitory Royce hall.
The bulldog will he lowered into
a grave with Head Chem-lea/1r
Steve Davis giving the -elegy"
the song girls cheering the deo
A stret dance will he held alter
the burial on 8th st. with the Forestor’s rock and roll band providing the music. The street will
he blocked off by the San Jose police for the dance, according to
Kathy Lynes, rally committee publicity chairman.
A dance for all students and
guests will he held after the basketball game. spmsored by the
Associated Independent Students.
In the women’s gym .100171 23, The
cost is 25 cents INT perS0,1 and
/min 1 am
the dance will noni

SUITS
2 for the price of ONE

SUIT SALE
2

for

1

SUIT SALE
2

for

1

SUIT SALE
2

4
photo by R.O’
Winds and rains brought trees down throughout the
or, power available, traffic lights were out
city yesterday and at least two of them had to
be cleared from the 5,15 campus. One of the trees of action on several strets, causing confusion and
narrowly missed going in one of the windows of near-accidents. Leaves clogged street drains, addHoover hall, while another dropped on a parked ing another problem when rainwaters gathered in
car. In other parts of the city, trees and branches huge puddles and flooded underpasses. Weatherfell on power lines causing several power failures. men, however, promised that the worst has passed,

for

1

SUITS
2 for flu ir.rr of ONE

VAUGHN’S
121 S 4th
Son Jose
CV 2-7611
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Editorial

Eliminate ’Frills’
Recently’. P.. John T. Waltlquist told a gathering in Morris
Daily auditorium that so-called "frill" courses, prevalent in’today’s schools. are not frills at all.
The president said: "Courses in driver training. in family
life, in citizenship are not frill courses as some critics wotald
have us believe; they art- as essential to our survival as any
course in science, mathematics or Russian that we could devise."
We disagree!
Schools should concern themselves with education, not
g. Too many people hopelessly are unaware of anything
tr
but their
it needs in an i tttt nediate env iroliment. Why ? Because the% hase been "trained’. for life: the% ’.sere taught a
skill, and they supposedly learned how to "adjust" to perplexing
social and 1,,schologittal dilemmas which i ins it ably emit’
t
them.
But the question arises. how can anyone truly be prepared
for life vs hen the trite
for preparednes
in nature?
this er education may develop better ,Iriv ers. But
it the
function of the
Is to elevate driving standards?
Is it the goal of education to develop skilled mechanics to
regurgitate adroit lapidarists? To mold adeptness Of future
stenographer.?
Or i- it not the ideal -of education to nurture erudition to
tax the intellectual curiosity of man?
V... believe that "life-training" instructionand thi- is not
to say it is Ind important--should be accomplished in special
trade schools and
it talons which make no pretense at education. but whose stateil purpose is to train.
We believe that social-adju-iment teaching should conic
Intuit parental influence and iii ii’. idual and group experience.
Ii must be accepted as fact that the imither-father-psychiatri.t ride schools are mosing Iowan! today leads only to compromise and mediocrity Of a grand and disastrous scale.
If indeed Pope was correct when he wrote. "A little hear
g
is a daligermis thing.- no other conclusion is reasonable.
I et the poet’s succeeding sagacity. Prink decp, or taste
appears On its last lap.
not . .
11 011ern eitocati tttt al concepts. unhappily. are transforming
"a lilt le learning’’ into "The- Thing:’
1 hi- ti -it It ill Hi as seem untenable: it may be presumptuous
-land taken
such a notable educator as President
to
V. aldquist.
But our criticism does not affect methods and procedures
best Managed hy an expert.
It c
-erns
’versa! goals, and is the property of any thinking, interested I
all being.
P.K.
,r1,3,4...rtSVIS-1

-
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SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

Hy PETE
Vik tot Jaanimets, 29-year -old
Estonian seaman scheduled to
speak in Morris Dailey auditorium Monday at 10:30 a.m., accomplished in a very real way
when he escape4I from the Soviet
ship, "Baltika," a month and a
half ago in New York what his
country has been unable to do
for 1000 years.
Estonia. a small Baltic state,
has been trying since the Danish
invasion in 1219 to escape foreign oppression. Except for a
brief interlude between the
World kVars, it has been unsuccessful.
In a Sense, Estonia achieved
its twenty years of autonomy
much as Mr. Jaanimets won his
freedom.
Writing in Life magazine
(Oct. 241, Mr. Jaanimets said
he "saw a chance to slip away."
Estonia, subjected to imperial
Russian rule since 1721, similarly spied a chance to slip away
during the chaotic times following the Russian revolution and
World War I.
Mr. Jaanimets found refuge
in a New York tavern. Estonia
found it in the League of Nations.
The distinguishing characteristic may be, however, that the
bewildered ("So this was the
land I had heard about where

f
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COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

DRIVE-IN GARAGE
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager

_

tranItOlt

r -o
tar
CYpress

4-9404

FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCWON
TELEVISION PA NOUET ROOMS
COFFEE SI-TOP
FOUNTAIN

HOTEL
MONTGOMERY
Son Jose, California

South First St. at San Antonio

SPANISH KITCHEN
S -P -E -C -1 -A -L

$1.55 and $1.75
DINNERS

Saturdays & Sundays only
(with ASB card)
NOW
Enchilada Dinner

$1.04

Spankh

$1.25

Kitchen Special

Tarnal,

$1.04

Chili Colorado Dinner

$1.04

Taco Dinner

$1.04

Steak Dinner

$1.25

Chili Verde Dinner

$1.04

Rellano Dinner
Chicken Dinner

$1.04
$1.25

FOOD TO TAKE OUT
We Cater to Banquets and Parties

Four State students will sing
with the Municipal chorus in a
presentation of Handel’s "Messiah" Sunday at 3 p.m. and
Monday at 8:15 p.m.
The students are Norma Poznoff, David Bell, Barbara Robinette and Theo Winarske.
The oratorio will be presented
in the Scottish Rite auditorium,
Third and St. James sts., San
Jose.

In 1946, the Communists established complete control, and
have attempted to erase the
idea of Estonia as a separate
state, by denying it even a puppet leadership.

DEATH NEARBY
Meanwhile, for 108 minutes,
Doris is dodging steel girders,
being pushed in front of buses,
and listening
to mysterious

But, most of the world’s nations ignore the wishes of the
Soviet Union. and unofficially
acknowledge Estonia.

Pre-Registration

Perhaps, Mr. Jaanimets in his
scheduled appearance, Monday,
will shed light on how his country- or the world- can do its
own "ship-jumping" from the
Red liner on which it involuntarily ridesor which would
make it, literally, a fellow traveler.

Raphael Me n de z, classical
trumpeter, will play with the
San Jose symphonic band at San
Jose city college in the Men’s
gymnasium, Wednesday at 8
p.m.

Caledonia, Singers and Dancers of Scotland. will bring the
atmosphere of Scotland to the
stage of the Civic auditorium
tonight at 8:30.
r
The Men’s Glee club of Loyola university in Los Angeles
will sing Sunday at 3 p.m. in
de Saisset gallery, University of.
Santa Clara.

James Thurber’s only musical
comedy, "The Thirteen Clocks,"
will run for 10 performances
during the holiday season at the
Loft theater, Emerson and Hamilton, Palo Alto. The performance last night was sold out.
For information about other
performances, call DAvenport 68317 or write to the theater.
r
*
Also at the Loft theater, a
perfOrmance of Gilbert and Sullivan’s "HMS Pinafore" by the
Peninsula comic opera company
is set for Thursday at 8 p.m.

"Three Men on a Horse" is to
he done by the University of
Santa Clara dramatic players
Friday and Saturday, Dec. 9 and
10 at 8:15 p.m. in the auditorium.

The San Francisco symphony
orchestra will open the season
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, Dec. 7, 9 and 10, at 8:15
pm. in the Opera house. On the
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MRS
PALM
BOWL
Take a Bowling Break
Tfo ne st tent, you go out for coffee,
try a relaxing bowling break, too.
Mels puts the fun into bowling. 40
lanes, restaurant and lounge, Mels is
the place for a bowling date. Mils
welcomes Co rec and Intramural

MELS PALM
BOWL
523 W

Cad., St

CV

4-7810

plume calls predicting her death.
At this point, hubby Harrison
takes her to a psychiatrist.
Harrison, looking rather distinguished in a custom-made
taupe, portrays the faithful husband in such a lily white manner that wide-awake movie fans
know he’s the guilty rascal by
the second reel. His motive?
Money, what else?
Throughout the film a number
of guilty looking actors are
woven Into the plot for no other
apparent reason than to divert
suspicion from Harrison.
John Gavin is unconvincing
as the Englishman who befriends Miss Day and Myrna
Loy as her aunt spouts an overload of "tee-hee" dialogue.

LINES MUMBLED
Roddy McDowall as a genuine
no-account and Herbert Marshall as a Britisher mumbling
unintelligible Middle English fail
to generate any excitement.
The cliff-hanging climax is
straight out of Pearl White.
Doris clings to a 70 foot beam
while her "how-could -you-doit?" husband, with his mistress,
leers at her from his bedroom
window. The police, never fear,
nab Harrison before the final
fadeout.

at

lid,

re ttt i l Merl.

opening program are "Roman
Carnival" overture by Berlioz,
"Walk to Paradise Garden" by
Delius and Mozart’s violin concerto K. 216 and Shdlitakovich’s
violin concerto featuring soloist
Leonid Kogan.
*
*
Special holiday season performances will be danced by the
San Francisco Ballet in the Opera house. ’Beauty and the
Beast" will be done Dec. 17 and
18 at 2:30 p.m. and the "Nutcracker Suite" Dec. 26-29 at
2:30 p.m. A morning performance of the Nutcracker will be
given 11 a m Dee. 24.

Library Concert
Records scheduled for today’s
library concert from noon to
1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
lbert: String Quartet In C’
major
Schubert: Impromptus, Opus
90

Student Recital
Set for Tuesday
In Concert Hall
Students in the college mu.
sic department will present
recital Tuesday, at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
Lynne Howe will play the
Chopin Ballade No. 2 in 10 major for piano; Eunice Anderson,
soprano, and Michael Chang,
tenor, will sing "Domine Deus"
from the Mass in It minor of
Bach; Rowland Schwab, clarinet, will play the sonola for
clarinet and piano by SaintSaens.
Ruth Williamson, soprano. and
Laried Montgomery, tenor, will
sing "0, Soave Fanchilla" Dorn
La Boheme of Puccini; Lulea
Montgomery will sing "E
van le Stelle" from ’Tosca also
by Puccini and Ruth Williamson
will sing "Ritorna Vineitor"
from Aida by Verdi.
Dorothy Ellenburg. piano, will
play "Night Winds" of Grilles
and the Etude in C minor of
Chopin; Judith Lawson, cello,
will play "Requiebros" by Cassado; Glenda Parker, sops anti,
will sing three Christmas songs;
Beth Hopler anti It owland
Schwab will play the Duo in E
flat major for flute and clarinet
by Kummer; and Dick Woodruff,
piano, will play four Pillories
by Martini(

’Peter Pan’ Run To Begin Tonight

,tudents

"Leave It to Jane," a witty,
fun -loving musical with the music of Jerome Kern, will be presented by music students of San
Francisco state college. tonight,
tomorrow and Dec. 7-10 at 8:30
p in in the Main theater.

groups.

Phone CY 7-9950

Estonia never found rr permanent home. The League of
Nations collapsed about the time
Estonia- plagued by Communists and Nazisdeclared martial law. When Germany appeared ready to invade Russia,
the Reds occupied Estonia, geographically through history, a
buffer state. Later in the war,
the Nazis occupied.

By Gee Boomer
Fine Arts’ Editor

Entered as second class matter April

39 E. SAN ANTONIO ST

By ttltILtItO OYER
Once in a decade Hollywood
produces a motion picture which
is not only a credit to the industry but one which is destined
to be ranked among the finest
films of all time. Unfortunately,
"Midnight Lace" Is not one of
these.
Doris Day is the star of this
pitiful (suspense?) tale set, for
the most part, in a modern day
London bedroom located on the
back lot of Universal-International studios.
The plot concerns a peroxide
blonde millionairess (Miss Day)
who believes someone is trying
to kill her for reasons unknown.
Her husband (Rex Harrison)
and Scotland Yard, of course,
feel the whole business is merely a product of her imagination.

KUEHL
there was supposed to be real
freedom. I confess I had my
doubts."I found a way out of
this temporary haven, and into
the hands of American authorities. He was granted political
asylum Oct. 12, two days after
his dramatic breakaway.

iliyhtiyhb
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Ex-Seaman Did What Doris Day Screams
Estonia Finds Difficult In U-I’s ’Midnight Lace

(Continued from Page
quences are Sharon Cressio, Druvilla Green, Lona Wright, Sharon
Holly, Cathi Purcell and Anne
Morris as the lost boys; Jomes
Dunn, James Kelley, Layne Evans,,
Dick Gustafson, Ray Baptista and
John Bettencourt as the pirates.
Roger Ivie, Patricia Chaffee,
Mary Louise Nelson, and James
Rix as Indians; Virginia Krell,
Wendy Vocke, and Miss Lewis as
mermaids; and Robert Sherman as
the crocodile.
Unpublished incidental music
written by Leonard Bernstein for
the 1950 Broadway production of
"Peter Pan" which starred Jean
Arthur will be incorporated in the
SJS revival.
Set design is by senior speech
and drama major Ralph Fetterly,

under the supervision of IWendell Johnson, professor or drama;
lighting by Kenneth R. Dorsi, assistant professor of drzinia: es.
tomes by Miss Berneice Prisk, associate professor of drama: and
choreography by Mrs. Carol Smith,
physical education instructor.
Assisting Mr. Kerr in direction
is Mrs. Fleda Evans, graduate
speech :Mil Tirinla 111:1j, .1’.

Club Plans Dance
German club will hold a ounce
tonight from 7:30 p.m. to 11 pin.
in WG21.
Tickets may be purchased at the
door. They are $1 for non member couples.

for
your
holiday
capers

’peepers"
by .

SENIORS
ON
DECEMBER
8 and 9
Representatives of California State Government
will he on Campus to discuss with Seniors and
Graduate Students employment opportunities in
State service, including the fields of:
Teaching
Accounting
Investigation
Fisheries Biology
Personnel and Employment
Correctional Rehabilitation
Real Estate and Property Management
Forestry and Park Management
Vocational Rehabilitation
Statistical Research
Library Science
Social Work
Insurance

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
NOW
AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

in
holly
red patent
or

ebony kid
All aboard for fun time . . .
brightest season of the year
and Capexio puts you in
She staccato beat. Such drama
such class, you’ve never seen!
Have a helping . . .
all for a mere .

11.95
"Capezios are exclusively
with Blooms in San Jose

BLOOM’S fine shoes
135 SOUTH FIRST, San Jose
Stevens Creek Store, 22 Valley fair
Willow Glen Store, 1324 Lincoln Ave.

cital
?sday
Hall
dlege
present a
15 p.m. in
Play the
in P mu Anderson,
el Chang,
nine Deus"
minor of
arab, clarionata for
by Saint.
mranci, and
tenor, will
Jilin" hymn
inc; Laried
Luec..
’Fusels also
Williamson
Vincitor"
piano, will
of Griffes
’ minor of
Non, cello,
s" by (’asr, smaa,
tmas Out.
o Ia
C Duo it,
and claraaa
Wiaalr,iff,
ur Preludes

ht
of J. Won.
ii’ of drama;
R. Ian’st, asdrama: tot.
ce Prisk, as.
drama: aid
(’acid Smith,
St cud c’.
in direction
grailiiiite
tajor.

Dance
hold
n. to 11 p.m,
chased at the
nt non meat.
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Red Cross Officials Visit US
Occupational Therapy Dept.

society officials, by the R.C. soc It’tO in Australia
Two Red Cross
and the other! IC) look Into some of the Red Cross
one from Australia
Francisco- were guests I societies in the world. I looked
San
from
Jose State Occupational primarily for hospitals for the
ut the San
rwrapy and Recreation depart. mentally ill and the handicapped
and particularly thosc where the
Oats Wet nes Y.
official in Red Cross was intevrated into the
Nils, Leila Bloore, an
and Miss ’Program.
- Australian Red Cross
JOURNEY ENDS
..,,resice Tupper, recreation eonIfitiss Illuore’s itinerary in the
ara or the Pacific area of the
’uierican Red Cross, were on U.S. will end today when
Anis an day Wednesday ex - leaves by ship for her home io
Jag the two departments and Sydney. in her nine month tow
..s.hanging information, statistics Miss Bloom hits covered vatious
with their leaders.
hospihils, recreation department..
she "wii
and OA’. schools in seven European countries and the United
States. She has been in the Bay
area for two weeks.
San Jose State was the only
college 0.T. and recreation dew:WI’, .’
visited by Miss Moore

KLOK Show
To Feature
Queen Rao Uglies’ Contest

evening
Sunday
over
Jim’
San radio
.0g. "Showcase
,.,,te" will present the stars
,,, current "Peter Pan" proiln,
llomecoming queen NE...
la Rao, and a professor from
the philosophy department.
Richard Elliott, faculty adviser
far the shiny, said that student
narrator John Cailleau would interview Dr. Peter Koestenbaum,
assistant professor of philosophy,
on "Career Forum."
The "Showcase Special:’ will
feature Richard Parks and Susan
Evers in a scene from "Peter

Signup Closes
In College Union

is, ’,old,. rim ass,iy.
in terror, when they look ;it
ugly face?
If they do. then perhaps yeoo
may win a prize fur your repulsiveness by entering the sophomore sponsored ugly man contest.
Today is the last day to submit
pictures and applications for the
contest to the College Union, 315
S. Ninth St.
Students will select the campus
subbe
the
Maryleela Rao will
answer to Lon Chaney by penny
eveject of "Close Up" Sunday
balloting on Dec. 7 and 8. Pennies
ning. and Jeffrey Bedell will wind may be cast in front of the cafeup the show with campus news.
teria and bookstore.
Trophies and awards will be
given during the frosh-soph mixer,
Jan. 7 in the Women’s gYrn. from
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Flying 20 Slates
Air Meet Sunday

Hying 21) members can see then
own aircraft overhead Sunday. A
scheduled flight will zero in right
over the SJS at "High Noon" according to Sal Rositano, club president.
One of a series of weekly "air
vets" is to be held from 9 are.
to 1 p.m. Sunday. Members plan
to exhibit their Aeronca and Cessna at Reid’s Hillview airport on
Cunningham ave.. Rositano said
Various "paces" will he run
through including precision landings, mock bomb dropping, trick
flying and formation flight. The
flight user San Jose State is set
at approximately 1000 feet

AIS Dance Tonight
In Women’s Gym
dance ili be held
tonight by the Associated Independent Students in the Women’s
gym, Room 23, according to Gus
Norton. A1S social affairs chairman.
Norton said the dance will begin immediately following the
game between the San Jose State
Spartans and the Fresno state
Bulldogs and last until 1 a.m. Admission will be 25 cents per WI’.
son.
the asks students to use the San
Carlos St. entrance to the gym -

SALE! SALE! SALE!
Every Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

TOP SIRLOIN STEAK

$1.13

Fraternities Slate Plans
For Dances, Exchanges

throughout her travels in America
"There were two reasons why
I visited this school and no other,"
said. "First, there was the,
tittle element, and second, this
setuad was recommended by thc
.1111(.11e:in Red (TOSS Society."
TIt.1.14.4. COMPANIONS
traVeliiiV, oompaition in Bay
ed
. was Miss Tupper,
a. rid 1.1 Wain iltipOligihility
keij,
the l’eCreatioil
lor all the military
I of a Is iti MM. western stales.
The pair spent the idit ire Mornccc’ Is it h 1)1’. Mary S. fA’iley
head
if the SJS recreation department.
The :ifteriontil svas spent with Miss
Nlary l’atoth, head of the 0.’r. department.
With 1)r. Wiley, they discussed
latest trends in recreational activities and ideas which aid in the
treatments and pastimes of hospital patients.
When Miss Illoore rgturns to
her home, she said she will give
a "long report to my society of
’what 1 found during my nine
month visit throughout the world."

Ltti111,5
PleilVe member,. tn.-. ss rek hem
functions to entertain sorority
eandidates for Lambda Chi Alpha
pledge queen
Pledge queen will be erowoed an
itif, annual Lambda rin Alpha
fanny which cc U be hPI.I
cit
ttrookdale lodge 1>pc. 10 A
private gathering will precede 77
Miami! dinner-dance.
John Savage is a contestant in
the l’el> Afar’ rimiest.

ItileiviiAs
by hit cc .Mal’itle
Cor ps officers will co nclude today
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Outer
Quad. The trio has been offering
’
service careers to SJS students
since ’Cilesilay.
Miffor Patrivia Maas will interview seniors and irraduates Inc the
women’s branph. Men are offered
he "platoon leaders course,"
which can be completed in two
years. The course is open for freshmen, sophomores, and juniors. Seniors and graduates may apply for
the Marine officer candidate program.

Sigma Nu Contest
Looks for Ashtrays
Wanihr v. in a hatitif:,’’ SJS sorority pledge classes will have a
chance to win a beautiful perpetual
trophy in what may well be the
craziest contest ever.
Letters have been sent to the
pledge classes inviting them to
enter the Signut Nu Ashtray contest. According to the contest
rates. the entry must be small
,nough to get through the front
door of the Sigma No house, and
he light enough to be carried by
,one man. It IlltISt have a device
To hold a cigarette and a place
to catch the ashes. Some part of
I the entry must be hand made to
Ix’ eligible.
The entries will be judged during Christmas vacation and the
trophy awarded to the winner in
January.
Oh, yes, all entries become the
property of Sigma Nu. Hnimmm?

Sororities Announce
Parties, Luncheons

Imicheim hich will jsrmfifilel
"."’111."4 11"’ Ph’Ilv’e
new officers who are: r’aiiti I:loss
. h,.
’ii’,’ Otis’ initiatini into the so- ,’ president ; Esther Kiev, set:let:try:
rorit, ,,,,,,,. t,,,,,,,i catimus.
Kitty Nlapies, treasurer; Avon
Gurske and AmestuY. social chairnum: Sue
Gueltrov,
(..wohs
IBromley, historian; Norlyn EierI man. Panhellenic representative
ALPHA OMICRON PI
land Leslie Ballard, song leader.
alumnae
tf
Jose
Peninsula
San
;
Carol Pallitto and Leslie BalAlpha Omicron Pi are celebrating
v been chosen as regular
hae
their Founder’s Day with Delta ’ it’d
members of Dullskulls. Chi 0 sins:and Sigma chapters of SJS
1-"’"11). Carol 111"ss, Car"IY"
acid the. Uniersity of California ,
and
Sally Newman and Caro,
at a dessert al the Sigma chanty, Ellingson,
1i) unz are alternates.
noose in Berkeley.
Chi O pledges will Serve at :le
Ctintestants from AOPi include:
Ilennginsen and Nancy Lou alumnae tea tomorrow.
Jones, Sigma Nu White Rose
queen; Pat Spence and St es
ST. THOMAS CHAPEL
ciciIiic Sweethem t of Sigma Chi
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
I. 5WW1 P111 BETA
I Gamma I’M eissIs will have an
Worship Services
eschange dinner with Kappa Kappa Gamma coeds Cuesday.
Sunday-10:00 a.m.
College staff members will be
at
guests of Gamma Phi’s Wedn.,CHRISTIAN CENTER
day :it a faculty dinner.
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Gamma Phi Betas and Alpha
Chi Omegas have scheduled a Toga
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL
pI rty-dance at Trader Lou’s Dec
.in

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa Kappa Gamma
will hold their annual Friend
brunch tomorrow. The coeds
sail host the annual Panhell,
workshop.
SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappa pledges repla,
he t rad illona I pledge sneak v..,
a party for the actives last MO,’

Salad, Baked Potato, Chili and

at

JULIAN IV STEAKS
(for)
Next to The Burger Bar
4th & JULIAN

p
Simple Simon
THE PIZZA PIEMAN

ANNOUNCES
Our New ENTERTAINMENT Policy
s 1 %/ICI 11\111\1
II I t,’1

hoes

FRIDAY
Q
AM
SATURDAY P " to 1
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
SUNDAY
* EVERY Pizza Made With 7 World’s Finest Cheeses

. 10

SIZES
ASSORTMENTS IN 1 CONVENIENT
PHONE
1897
CL 1-3310
ALUM ROCK A E.

’Take A Car’
WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.
WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.

Garlic Bread

gatt 5ei
Itichart
liael)rinitell, SJS student Iron
San Mateo.
Alpha Phi Peggy Carrillo, S.Its
elementary school graduate. now
teaching in San Francisco.
ma Alpha Epsilon sba, atoll
junior commercial art major.
Barbara Renner, sophomore cc
major (rota Lafayette. to Si.
Alpha Epsilon Roger st ant
graduate industrial engine,
major. from Long Beach
Chi Omeg.i t.,
graduate, (roc,
employed at arum Associa,
Alto, to Delta Sigma Phi I hart.,
junior business and hid,
fOrnlel’
ncineinent m tor

ENGAGEMENTS
Kappa Kappa Gamma Susan
Roehford, junior education major
from Menlo Park. to Pi Sigma
Kappa Allen Robinson, SJS graduate from Menlo Park.
stimin Drohl, junior phrical education major from Knight’s Perry.
I,, Lee Walton, physical education
instructor at Washington high
school in Fremont. The couple is
Christmas wedding.
tl ,
uoss, Mu Phi Epsilon.
c major from Pomona..
1(..1,4,ra Stubbe, Tall Delta Phi
mor English major. from Camp’
Penelope

Ann

*

Marsh,
,Iii,k111

pht.n.

*

tic ,\s

5,15 Silltil’Ilt. Ict

PREMIERE TONIGHT

*

*

Peter Pan

By J. M. BARRIE
A SPEECH AND DRAMA PRODUCTION

Runs Tonight, Sat., and 7th thru 10th
1.00 General
50c SJSC Students
Curtain at 8:15 p.m.

stiONIA ALPHA 1,P5i1LoS
!Iowa’s! P. Falls, SAL ii.datnal
prPsident, will visit the SJS chapter house tonight. Welcoming him
\sill he George Mills of Gilroy.
past Republican chairman of California; Nubs Sarni, Olympic sk:
ifficial committee member; and
brothers Ed Miller and Dr. Royce
Jones, SJS faculty members.
Plans now are being completed
tor the "Grr ---they’re Coming"
campaign.
Daughters of Minerva tomorrow
will hold their annual rummage
sale, on N. Market st., for the
SA t

ioccharige
nkatirr-7 Party with
Kappa Alpha Theta en"th.
Sil(i1I 1 1’111 EPS11.(tN
Sigma PM 1..fralon Lrothers yes le day hilt cc "’Ii -n’ idtatitrt
ettali.! with
Theta Xi
’hi
:Seheitiled 1.a I ti, S, Liss this
I)er.
r.iailt1 are cc Chl’iS1111:1,
I tillcc Chre.itthiIrorty with
rI1, leer 1’1
f:ny Id Alpha Chi ease
liaeSliel,; arid
,rt

Sigma Kappa Sets
Smorgasbord Meal
For Sunday Night

SWediNh
Sigma Kappa coeds will conduct
their anntial Smorgasbord dinner
,Sunday. 6 p.m according to Judy
SKI CLUB MODELS :-.elect clothes they will wear in the club’s
,Gibson. publicity chairman.
fashion show Tuesday, 7:30 p.m., in TH55. Judy French (left)
: Approximately 40 SJS faculty
looks into a mirror as Linda Crews holds her skis.
and administration members and
t heir wives are expected a t t he
sorority house. Each year different glitsts are illS itod.
SIGMA (7111
Entertainment tor the Vole
Sigma Chi Nlilitary ball is schedided for tonight at Trader Lou’s. , merit sscil tittisist id a Swedish
selections, a
Two candidates from each sor- folk Wine,.
ority last night attended a dinner modern dance ;mil ci readin;.; ot
11 l’,11 1111 11\111.
flep,esenting Sigma Kappa in at the Sigma Chi house; the din- the legend c, St. Lueia
Sharon Isrant ley is-ill reign as
N’isitin
c. Alpha .
I /mega voniests are: (7arolyn Eliscosich, net was the first in a series of
sontrits ha dedication ,t, Oic house ’ Lainlida.Lovely: Sheila Howe, Phi Sweetheart of Sigma Chi activities. Lucia queen: Jean Inanchard will
Plans are being made for an be chairman.
will he Mrs. Kennarr r Sigma is’appa Al, tonlight Girl.
Immul:mv
Jones.
ACIM) past n ational presidell,. /haitations has.. been sem .
CIO ONIEGA

Marine Interviews
Conclude Today
1

*FART/km Diat.i$

Friday. Feeember 1. 1960

College Theatre

Children Under 12 Years Old 50c

MATINEES DECEMBER 3 AND DECEMBER 10, 2 P.M.
BOX OFFICE 5TH & SAN FERNANDO STS.
OPEN 1.5 DAILY

A :eo,;ce for students by students
Cars stop at 7th and San Fernando
and 7th and San Carlos at 930
urn. No charge. Other stops as
requested. Cars will run this Sunday ICY 4-74471

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

The Alameda at Shasta
CY 4-7447
Sunday Services
8:30 & 11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP
(tailored for Stic
9:40 a.m. Perspective
THIS SUNDAY:
"CONQUEST
OF DOUBT"
TOMORROW
8:00 a.m. Leadership &
Breakfast
SNOW RETREAT
Jan, 6, 7, & 8
G. Winfield Blout, Minister
Charles Trier. M;sider
to Students

Church Slate
TRI-C

THIS SUNDAY
an insight to Christian Collegiate living
SEMINAR 9:45 a.m.
Fred Ge-e B.S. B.D. 11,.1-01.. spearing on
"THI LITMUS OF PERSONALITY"The Colibur of Jesus’ Charoefer
p.m.
TRI-C CLUB 5:45
A FULL COLOR movie "OF BOOKS AND SLOTHSflereals true beauty of -blunder of
3rd and SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY EVENING DECEMBER 4th

ROGER WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP
6:30 Meeting
Speaker: MR. PETER GROTHE
of Stanford University

"Christians Under Communism"

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Services

8:45 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
7:30 P.M.

John M Akers
George L. Collins
Pastor
Campus Pastor
10th & San Fernando

tic

Iitcar/ O, ’I/.

The Impossibility of Agnosticism
An "agnostic" is one who denies that we can know or pm,
anything beyond the material phenomena of the universe, es.’:
though such may exist. This belief immediately rules ruff the
possibility of man ever coming to know and fellowship slith the
Gd of whom the Bible speaks.
The position was classically expressed by Heiliert Spencer
popularly regarded as one of the foremost apostles of agnotieism.
He stated, and we must agree that all known observation will
verify his point, that no bird has ever been known to penetrate
the heavens I and fly beyond,. and no finite human mind has el’el’
been known to penetrate the veil that hirit.s the mitat of the
Infinite. Therefore, he postulati,d, the Infinite may not be km an
Iii the finite ... i.e. agnosticism is secure.
Ili, observation in foolproof. But his deduction is a non sequitur, based on inadequate data, and we Insist reject it Ile
infer’, will t any grounds in his observation.. that the Infinite
Is equally incapable of penetrating the Veil:
This reduces the term "Infinite" to an absurdity. For an
Infinite that in linable to epress Itself in ’ern capable than finite
tabs. Nloreover, an Infinite that in capable of nelf-rpression
and is auare of the perpleit) and need if Innis. :ind yet fails
break through Ilse veil, is letos ----- ral than toan.
Men are at liberty to say that they do no’ know God, le,
are not thereby entitled to say that God cannot be loam
Igninance is understandable. anri lack of courage to tak.
01 as it Christian in a rant -pagan cultirre is also unclei to understand men c’
However, it is very it
,1 is unknowable while there are data which they der ,
.stigate, and More than one valid experini !It I.,
:ire afraid to submit.
I I;
it, I d
. S,t
TRI.0 is a Vete campus clubspirituel, social, educational, athletic
with a Baptist affiliation but open to Il students ...
... presenting the themes of the Greatest Life Ever tined at
collegian’s level of interest and appreciation,
end stressing the relevance of dynamic faith So camp,
(Sundays 9.45 in. and SAS p en 3rd and Srs Antonioo

4-4ps
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’LINEMAN -OF -YEAR’
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Wrestlers Vie Ynt-Pattitmal 9oot6aII
In Berkeley
Novice Meet ’chose

SJS-Rainbows
Play ’60 Finale

By FRED WALSTON
By FRED WALSTON
THIS COLUMN has told the 1960 story of intramural football
at San Jose State since the fraternity and independent divisions
up sides and started banging heads in mid-October.
There has been no bias or favoritism shown any team or any

San Jose State iArestiers nuAe.
But it is painfully apparent that if the success of the intramural
from the practice mats to match
competition tomorrow, when the football program hinged on the competition and interest that certain
Spat -tans send 13 to 20 men to independent teams have shown, the program would be doomed to
Berkeley for the Intercollegiate failure.
The spirit the fraternity teams have displayed in showing up for
Novice Tournament that opens the
every game presents a fresh contrast.
grappling seie4iii.
Coach Hugh Mouthy hopes the;
TWELVE GREEK TEAMS entered the grid wars and there were
tourney will I:3%e sonic IndiCation no forfeits all season until Sigma Phi Epsilon, a team who had lost
et the Spartan potential, but since nine straight games, gave up in the eleventh hour of the campaign.
the match is limited b) novices:
On the other hand, the independent season was barely underway
and non -letter winners. the SJS I when Petersons and Hi House threw in the towel. With their division
mentor will have to wait until reduced to thirteen teams, several more scheduled games were never
next weekend to get a good line played because teams failed to show.
on his varsity prospects.
Rather than dwell on talk about the quitters, it’s best we laud
San Jose plays host to the In-./ the teams that have been fighting it out, in both divisions even though
tercollegiate Open Tournament some teams faced defeat after defeat.
next Satintlay, which brings some
Next year, let’s hope action will speak louder than words. When
of Northern California’s
top ;i team joins a league, it should be ready to play out the season for
wrestling talent utak.r one roof, better or for worse.
Mumby looks for heavyweight
A NEVER -SAY -DIE DELTA SIG seven which often appeared to
Paul Hodgins, and iuniors Ed Full- he half the size of behemoth foes, have bobbed and weaved through
er and Dave Jonnson, to fare well nine games with but one loss sending the fraternity division into
in the tourney He is also high on overtime.
Warren King and Cliff Olsena
Theta Xi and Phi Sig stand between the DSP’s and a share of
pair of prom king freshmen,
the championship with ATO. Tuesday they meet Theta Xi at William
Street Park and if victorious take on the rugged Phi Sigs Thursite.
c4
at the same site.
HEAD:Hop
THERAMS
In the independent division, CAPHER and AID must meet a
pair of pretenders to the title. Allen and Markham, before they meet
in their crucial Tuesday. Dec. 5.
Its young mana ahoy at 3toCzt
IN OTHER INDEPENDENT ACTION Monday it’s Crockett vs
Allen. AFROTC vs Howells, Surfriders vs Newman and Wilsons vs
Moulder. The schedule Wednesday is as follows, AFROTC vs Crockett,
Wilsons vs Howells, Surfriders vs Markham, Severance vs Newman
and The Place vs Petersons.
The last day of scheduled fraternity action saw ATO cinch at
least a tie for the title by downing SAE 33-6.
you int,.
In a must game last Tuesday against rugged Theta Chi, a team
.$L0.0004).’t
.
which had handed ATO their only loss earlier in the campaign, Delta
lane you’re 30... better
Sig made good on three conversions to gain a 21-9 decision.
not buy your trachttonal
clothes at
IN THE THREE OTHER GREEK CURTAIN -CLOSERS Phi Sig
blanked Theta Xi 25-0. DU chased Sigma Nu 26-0, and Lambda Chi
surprised Sigma Chi 6-0.
the store that dresses you
LEAGI’E STANDINGS
success
even
before
fur
L
T
%V
T Independent
L
W
Fraternity
you are!
0
0
7
O CAPHER
10
1
ATO
* *
* * *
*
1
6
0
O AID .
1
8
Delta Sigs
2
0
5
O Surfriders
8
3
Theta Chi
0
2
5
O Allen Hall
.7
3
Phi Sigs
0
2
5
1 Markham Hall
4
6
I
3
3
1 Howell
4
6
Pi KA
It
1
3
O Newman
4
7
sAl.:
0
4
3
O Crockett
7
4
Sigma Chi
4
1
, 3
O The Place
0
3
I ..a hid a Chi
4
0
2
O Wilson’s
1
10
Sigma Nu .
VALLEY FAIR
0
2
1
O Hi House
0
11
Sig Eps
2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
0
5
1
Severance
0
1
6
Moulder
0
0
6
AFROTC
7
0
0
Peterson’s

UNLESS
GRODINS

Don’t You Agree

DICK ERLER
. . . bows out tonight
*
*
*

Star Gridder Overlooked

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
Special Student Rates
CI’ 5-4247
456 E San Sak.adot

One of the finest linemen on. him "lineman-of-the -year- for tbi
the Pacific Coast failed to receive second consecutive season.
Coach Bob Titehenal admit,
his just reward for a brilliant
1960 season when stellar Spartan that he would rather have Erie
guard Dick Erler wasn’t accord- than (’OP’s Carl Kamne.r.
ed any post -season laurels by a showered a ith honor, and
aids-rid by many to be the Ii ii,
perennially biased press.
This was just one in a growing guard on the Coast.
In another apparent discrep-1
list of incongruities which yearly
deprive deserving athletes of the ancy. S.IS’ top lineman wasn’t SC’
post -season awards doled out by lected to participate in the annual East-West Shrine Game.
the nation’s sportswriters.
Only one Spartan received thereby losing a great opportunity,
credit tor a fine football sea- to display his ability.
Fallacies of this nature merely
son. Fullback Johnny "Touchdown" Johnson was named to reflect that post -season awards ,
must he taken with a grain of salt.:
UP!". second -team All -Coast.
Eider. on the other hand. v.as and even though the SJS guard was
the forgotten man of the Spartans,. deprived of them he can look
yet he played a key role in every back and know that he did his.
hest, and did it well only to be
SJS game the past two years.
punels of
His teammates realized the 190- -weriooki.d
round guard’s worth by naming judges.’s .1’

I

It

Get the inside facts from
Joe Allen and Frank Jackson
Speciallos ;n Corneal Contact Lenie,

I i
lists .1,1

(.oltat
30-16
Browns
27-17
Bears
23-20
Eagles
31-24

Lion, ;:
’’oils
Redskins @
Browns
Packers to,
Beare
Eagles ’irt,
t’ards
: 49ers

nITNTACT LENS CENTER7,
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(.0WbOy.,
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Iiinnts
S’Isargers (c-,e
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214-13
Colts
30-17
Browns
27-20
- Bears
35-28
Eagles
30-26
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Rams

27-23
Giants
24-14
Chargers
24-20

18-10_
laants
10-7
(’Iiarygers
35-11

PALMER
(88-57i
Miami
’1145
UCLA
16-13
.s.15
19-13
( MT,
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MosRer,s
Campus Shop
50 S. Fourth St.
CV 2-4500
9:10 to 6,00
Thai’I,l9UOPtd

:4-

SPIVEY’S
"A

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

So you want a football game
Well, we’ll give you one.

THE

DELTA SIG
PLEDGES

On Campus

with
Max ghulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Mos!,
Lorry of Dohir
rte.)

HOW TO BEAT THE BEAT GENERATION
My cousin Herkie Nylet is a sturdy lad of nineteen summers
who has, we all believed until recently, a lively intelligence and
an assured future. Herkie’s father, Walter 0. Nylet, is as everyone knows, president of the First National Artificial Cherry
Company, world’s largest maker of artificial cherries for ladle-’
hats. Uncle Walter had great plans for Herkie. Last year he
sent Herkie to the Maryland College of Humanities, Science-,
and Artificial Cherries, and he intended, nisi?’ fierkie’s graduation, to find him a nice fat wife and take hitn into the firin as
a full partner.
Could a young man have inure pleasing pn!spects?I if ’,maw!
not. But a couple of months ago, to everyone’s consternal
Herkie announced that he was riot going into the artificial cherry
business. Nor was
going to stay in college. "I :on," said
Herkie, "a member of the Beat Generation. I am going to San
Francisco and grow a heard."
Well sir, you can imagine the commotion in the family
Herkie went traipsing off to Sati Francisco! Uncle Walter would
have gone after him and dragged him home, Ind unfortunately
he was right in the middle of the artificial cherry season. Aunt
Thelma couldn’t go either because of her old leg trouble. ((Me
of her legs is older than the other.)

I:
( luirgerN
ttn 5

Campus Interviews December 6
Excellent opportunities with the State of
California. Representatives of the following agencies will be available for personal
interviews:
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AUTHORITY

Opportunities in the following fields:
Elementary Teacher

Youth Authority Tear.hcr

High School Teacher

Arts and Crafts Teacher

Teacher of Cerebral -Palsied
Children

Home Economics Teacher

Teacher of Mentally Defective
Deaf Children
Broasted Chicken to take home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Broesteo
Chicken for your party. Frorr
one order to a thousand.

A T 0 pledges

Eagle,
to 5
Rams
Ii 9

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ft

Itt.1..N. 1370
the dial: 0111 (’OS Sr both the
Jose State horns’ toe:kg-lb
game and the Spartan footle
game in Hawaii tonight.
The basketball game n ill
:tired at 8 p.m., while the ell
Iron clash will be heard Inna
diatcly following at ID p.m,
two hour time difference In 11
wail is the reason for th,
football broadcast.
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"a."klesser role
the Rainbow’ offense, but in C
per Schichtle and Ron Foster
Hawaiians have a capable pair
quarterbacks, who, can turn
tide with one aerial to any
several speedy Hawaii ends.

Just Call Us

Guard Eder Shunned
In Post-Season Polls

SHAW
BRONZAN
(911-55
(91-47)
A.F.
Miami
21-iu
20-8
- UCLA
UCLA
27-7
11-7

hampasYsoinugngpliaasyts

A & M Atifip Repair

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

CONTACT LENSES
give me
SEX APPEAL?

Town & Country Village
Stevens Creek Blvd.
AY 6.6670
N;q111
, to

By GARS’ PALMER
faywualitkhiktnioares
thalinopjiusngt ttohceomsuerfa"o.
I
fond memories of Hawaii, Sanl
Jose State, with its eleven departing seniors playing their final
game for the White and Gold,
tackle Coach Hank Vasconcellos’
Rainbows in Honolulu at 8 p.m.
tonight.
Closing out SJS grid careers
will be quarterback Mike Jones.
halfbacks Fred Blanco and Doug
McChesney’, fullback Kent Rockholt, ends Paul Lorentzen and
Clarion Appledoorn. center Les
Atteberry, guards Ron Jones and
Pete Morgan and tackle Herschel
Sanders.
The Spartans will have their
’ hands full if the Rainbows, who
like to run with the ball, are able
to spring little Tennyson Lum
loose. The 5’7" Hawaii halfback.
time and again, has shaken from
the grasp of would-be tacklers tot
important extra yardage.
Another hard -sunning Rainbovi.
I hack is Damon Waitley, VasconIcellos’ fullback, who churned for
murr than 100 yards against Brit: -

Teacher of Mentally Retarded
Children

Instructor in Recreation and
Physical Education
Musk Teacher
Speech Correction Teacher

Make an Appointment
NOW
at Your Placement Office

Sr. T went. !smirched San Franriwm for weeks before I foold
Herkie liv tug 111111f1 the counter of a Pronto Pup stand. "1 lerlor,
how are yIIII?" I cried, looking distraughtly upon hi- tatigloi
beard, his corduroy jacket, his stricken eyes.
"Ileat," i41 Herkie,
I !term’ liii a Nlarllioro and felt instantly better when he
1,,
it lice:ruse when rine smokes Marlboros, one 1.31111..I la’
far removed from the world. (One still has, so to speak, a hold
(at the finer things of lifelike good tobacco, like easy-ilro Ag
liltiatiort, like H4Tling hark and getting comfortable and ..111,,Y.
trig a full -flavored sinoke. Otte in, despite all appearances.
tally happiness-oriented, fulfillment-directed, pleasure -prow.
"Herkie, what are .01.1 doing with yourself?" I asked.
"I am finding myself." he replied. "I ani writing a novel in
the sand with a pointed stick. I am compi.sing a fugue l’’r
clavier and police whistle, I sin sculpting in egperimentol
terials like English niuffins.’
"And what rho you do for fun?" I asked.
"Come," he said and took me to a dank little night eloh
where men in beards and women in basic burlap sat on
orates and drank espresso. On a tiny stage stood a poet rcritmg
a free-form work of his own composition entitled Erreina:
Story of a Ray while behind him a jazz trio played NO choruses
of Tin Roof Blurs.
"Herkie," said I, "come home with me to the artificial cherrie,
"No," said Herkie, so sadly I went home to tell Uncle Walter
the had news. He was less distressed than Iliad feared. It seeing
Uncle Walter has another son, it quirt boy named Edvorts.nhout
whom he had completely forgotten, and today Erivorts I. in
business with Uncle Walter and Herkie is beat in San Franrn,en,
and everyone is happy,
IVA Ilas

And you too will be happywith Marlboros, or if you prefer
an unfiltered smoke, with Philip Morris. Try the brand-new
Philip Morris king -else Commanderlong. mild, arid leisurely. Have a Commanderweicome aboard!

lines & Co. in Debut

TIPARTAN

Friday, December 2, 1900
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Frosh Tiff Menlo JC Inman Success Story: Star Pivot Becomes Coach
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5/11 V4It5ED OBI THE
1949 AU JriSE 9.1.1-:
TEKtesmo WC114
ALLOA1sT
Ily PETE StiAlk
Results of six weeks of diligent practice will lie iliState frosh tonight at 6:15 when they take on
the San Jose
junior college in the Spartan gym.
’silTo
for
contest marks ibe ,tart of an I ftlianie
ani
iparialfiibea, who are eoacbed by firsty cur man I /JIM V
Aealanf- high mentor.
f
11cur
1;1.l i
start a splitilel whose smallest member measures
6-2. The frosh are blessed with
height, talent and basketball savvy
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
this year. according to Clines.
b First S Alma
"The fellows have shown tre"JUNGLE CAT"
DISNELT
mendous IMprovement the last
THOUGHT HE
USN-D THATRACCOON"
WAS A
few weeks," Wines said. "They
ALL THE YOUNG MEN"
work very hard and show great
BERNADINE"
spirit," he added.
San Jose’s abundance of height
DRIVE-IN
should give the Spartababes a
EL RANCHOAlmaden
Almd5
good chance to dominate the
OCEAN’S I
boards tonight.
i Dean Martin
Center Harry Edwards stands a
Peter Lawfoid
- PLUS solid 6-8, while forwards Mel SimpFAST AND SEXY
son and Bob Nye are 6-5 and 6-6,
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
respectively.
Guards Craig Carpenter and
Tom Nichols both measure 6-2.
Clines doesn’t expect the Menlo
five to be a pushover for his untried troops. On the contrary, he
feels the peninsula team will be
much improved over last year because of the acquisition of several
for the first time
players from Southern California
in this area . . .
and the return of a pair of 195960 starters.
Perhaps the key to The San
a thinking man’s
Jose attack, which will feature
haircut
a strong single-post offense and
man-for-man defense. is lanky
member . . . it’s what’s isHarry
Edwards.
counts
that
on top
A transfer from Fresno City
College, where he set a national
VINCE’S
junior college discus record, Edwards has had no high school basBARBER SHOP
ketball experience, yet has progAntonio
San
139 E.
ressed sufficiently in the past six
weeks to be given the starting
nod tonight.
"Harry is a fast learner and
Intensely eager to improve,"
OritinalISItlhdyAZLIraltorlial Pacific
Glines noted.
"Tonight is the night we’ll find
UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION
out what we can do against a
plus
$9
tax
Credits
$549,
63 Days,
completely strange team." Clines
saarnan,p enroute, jet return to West
Craft, campus dormitory residence,
said, referring to the fact that
f.,3 16 major social, sightseeing, and
the Spartababes have had only
Sean functions. Waikiki residence
aia :able at adjusted rate.
intrasquad scrimmages in which
to test their pat tern,
STUDY
TOUR
82 Days, $11192 9 Credits
Rival program above combined MO
a days on field study course In Japan.
Irani tour Includes roundtrip jet and
all first class and deluxe land arranges
rents.
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JAPAN -HAWAII

ORIENT STUDY TOURS

NAWAII - JAPAN -FORMOSA
PHILIPPINES - HONG KONG
BB Days, WO S Credits
Includes roundtrip steamship, and all
fest class services ashore - best ho.
teIs, all meals, sightseeing, Inland
sea cru.se, tips, plus extensive sclied
,!e of parties, special dinners, enter.
ansent and social events. Choice of
,curses, Humanities and Social Sc..
ems, Oriental Art and Appradat.on.
Apply’
HOWARD TOURS, Inc.
578 Grand Svc
Oakland 10, Calif.
MRS. ROBERT McCROSKEY
: E.! 12..,,d
San Jose, Calif
CT’ 2-7303

STUDENT
SPECIALS
LUBRICATION

$1.50

Monthly Rates

41

NITE PARKING
$7.00
’ 8 a.m
DAY and NITE
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(Continued from Page 1)
6-31 round out the forward candidates.
Junior "O’Mo" is a transfer from
Santa Rosa J.C., while Robertson
and Romine are outstanding soph
Inspects who should see lots of
:al ion.
Starting center Joe Braun (6, is a solidly-built junior trans1-1- from USC. His understudy is
Bobby Lister 16-3 I, starter on last
year’s state championship San Jose
city college quintetMuscular Braun is also one of
the nation’s top skeetshooters. He
passed up a chance to compete in
I he 1960 Olympic Trials. deciding
instead to play basketball at S.IS.
Two returning vets. Vance
Barnes 15-11i and Gary Ryan f 5It, and brilliant soph Bill Yonge
,6-11,14) will see a major portion
,al’ the duty at the guard spots.
Barnes and Ryan closed -out last
season as the No. 1 guards, but
both have been pressured by intelligent play -maker Yonge, who
starred for Inman’s (rush last year.
When points are desperately
needed, junior Vie corl (6-2) once
again will more than likely fill
this bill, lie was an All-WCAC
honorable mention 1.111/111. In ’5960 with an 11.5 average.
Sophomores Cliff Barrett 16-11,
Bruce Cassell I6_2 , I t,i y Skil-

Bv (i.ARY PALMER
How do a pair of aleW varsity
basketball roadieu prepare to
tifefill the 19011-61 eage season
cc cc.t each other? Thes
" c’ll bolls he. going
1.0 ttttt
on
tonight’s
%ill’ Fresno,
state. VIVS111) coach, Harry Miller.
like Inman, is in his first season ,
at the helm of FSC, and as the
Spartan cage mentor puts it, "He
doesn’t know much about us and
we don’t know much about him."
Miller, who last year was an
assistant couch at University of
New Mexico, has the advantage
of having three starters from
last year’s squad in tonight’s
opening line-up.
"On the other hand, we have
a young team, eager to get into
competition, and they hold the
key to our future," 1 lllll an declared.
An an example of the Spartan’s
youth, Inman has Bill Yonge, a
sophomore, starting at one of the
guard spots tonight. Yonge, along
with Joe Braun and Dennis Bates.
have yet to see a minute of varsity competition.
"Judging from Miller’s past
coaching experience, I’d have to
guess that Fresno state will be
a running team," commented Inman. "But," he added, "our kids
are ready to play a ballgame,
and we’ve shown a lot of hustle
in our afternoon practive sessions.
They’re not going to run away
from us."
From the fan’s standpoint, Inman believes the Spartans will be
an enjoyable team to watch.
"We’re not by any means big, but
we have fair size and a lot of desire. Whether we win or lose this
season, I think the fans will realize we’ve made a few mistakes,
but I’m sure they’ll think we went
in the right direction," Inman concluded.

hem t5-51, and junior Earl Stevenson 16-21 complete the eight -man
guard corps.
With a squad that is so abundant in youthful talent, Inman may
not expect ifs) much this year,
but the foundation for sound teams
in the future has been laid.
In addition to the 14 juniors
and sophs, Inman can hope for help
from the tallest yearling squad in
SJS history in molding his 1961 62 team,
At present, prospects for ins proving on last season’s 6-19
slate are good, as I lllll an is
shooting for at least a .100 fin ish.
New Fresno coach Harry Miller,
frosh boss at New Mexico last
year. brings a CCAA championship
team to SJS.
His big guns are forwards Mike
McFerson 16-31 and Vern Crissman 16-41. Last year McFerson
averaged 12.7 points a game, while
Crissman was the top rebounder.
Roy McCarty 16-11, a standout
at College. of the Sequoias two
years ago, opens at the pivot.
Diminutive play-maker George
Sarantos 15-51 and Carl Wallace
(5-11) start at the guard spots.
Last season SJS downed the
Bulldogs, 68-63, in a home encounter, but lost a Fresno hassle,
13-70.

Cage Line-Up

RANCHBURGER

GIVE MUSIC
See our large
selection of records
The most comprehensive
inventory in San Jose

1 4 POUND GROUND ROUND
Select Beef

SOFT -FRENCH ROLL
Lettuce

Tomato

Pickle

Onion

stas !atheist

11 sou prefer
e Wand -nine
Id, and toe

To Future’

FREE
Mailing Service Anywhere in
U.S.A.
TOWN & COUNTRY
MUSIC CENTER

4th and St

James

A happy story that began back
in 1947 when a lanky kid from
Alameda came to San Jose State
and proceeded to establish himself
as a Spartan basketball great
reaches its final chapter tonight
when Stu Inman sends his SJS
varsity five against Fresno State
Tonight marks the realization
of a dream fur the new Spartan
cage boss, who succeeded Walt
McPherson lust March.
Inman, frosh basketball coach
:it SJS for the past three seasons.
!hits achieved a goal he set back
An his playing days-- to one day
its head couch oi the Spartans.
While at SJS, Inman was a
member of All -Coast teams and
received All -America honorable
mention. Ile scored 1503 points
Miring his four year career, 1333
of them in his lust three seasons.
After graduation, he coached for
three years in the prep ranks and
in 1954 assumed the head coach me job at Santa Ana J.C. In 1955
lie moved to Orange Coast J.c.
P.S.
.ti 4 p
4 V5.00, l<3361.-

candlelight

contentment

HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave.
C Y 74901
-Cevtooe k,y Todd

1960-61 Cage Sked
Date eminent
Site
12/2 Fresno State
san Jose
12/6 California
Berkeley
San Jose
12 9 S.F. State
12, 10 Cal Aggies
San Jose
12/14 Idaho State
Pocatello
12,16 Utah Univ.
Salt Lake
St. Louis
12/10 St. Louis U.
St. Louis
12/21 Washington
12 ’26-30 WCAC Tourney U.S.F.
I/7 *Santa Clara Civic And.

I
I
I
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

14
Stockton
26 Redlands
San Jose
28 Fresno State
Fresno
3 Loyola U.
4 *Pepperdine
SSaann
6 *Pepperdine
.7 *Loyola
14 *Santa Clara Cis ia tad.
18 U.S.F.
24 st. Mary’s
indicates WCAC ganSieasn. Jas..

CONVERT YOUR 3-SPEED BIKE
TO A 9-SPEED DERAILEUR
FOR ONLY $18.50 INSTALLED
For
Speed

OPEN FRIDAY ’TIL 9:00

PtzuL4 4cie4
1435 The Alameda

CY 3-9766

Transfers Bates, Braun
Named to Starting Five

No. Player Pos. Player No.
BATES 33
35 MeFERSON F
23 CRISSMAN F ’ROSTOCK 40
BRAUN 42
41 SleCARTY C
11 WALLACE (I BARNES 20
YONGE 112
31 SAlt,%NroS 6
Tip-off at s. I 7, p.m.

g ci novel in
a fugue for
itiretital ma-

Rookie Boss
Holds SJS
Point Marks

Open every day ’ill 1 a.m.

San Jose

AX 6-6700

Discover how
smooth your car can run,
how far you can go on a gallon!
THE irwrroittsr who likes a really smooth -running engine
Likes Super Shell Gasoline.
Shell, you see, pioneered a way of making engines run
their smoothest -a way of overcoming harmful combustion
deposits that cause engine roughness.
Shell developed TCP.-and has been granted U. S.
Patent 2889212 covering gasoline containing this additive.
TCP smooths out rough -running engines. And to get good
mileage you need a smooth-running engine.
If you have sensed a certain roughness in your engine,
or if your mileage seems to be a little off, try Super Shell
with TCP. Your Shell Dealer is the man to see.
’Trademark for Shell’s unique gasoline additive.
Gasoline containing TCP is covered by U. S. Patent 2889214.

tart saving
with Shell today!

11-4IPARTAN DAILY
Friday, December 4. 1960!

Photo Fraternity
Displays Pictures
From KAM. Contest
S,sts-flue prints from the 15th
;11111L1/11 national Kappa Alpha Mu
Photography Contest are now on
display in the Spartan Bookstore.
The SJS chapter of the fraternity
for photojournalism majors is displaying the show through Monday.
The prints include a section of
winners from the 1960 contest
sponsored by RAM. Encyclopedia
Britannica, Life magaine, National Press Photographers assn. and
the Association of College Unions.
Among the prints on display are
two picture stories, one entitled
"Art Camp" which was awarded
second place in picture story division, and the other entitled "People in Love" from the college life
picture division.

Spartan Classified Rates
50c First Insertion

To place an ad: Come in Student Affairs Office, THI6,
San Jose State. (No phone orders) or, fill out handy order
blank and send check or
money order.

25c Each Additional Line
20c A Line Succeeding
Insertions
CHECK ONE.

O
fl

Personals

Help Wanted

Lost & Found

Services

O Transportation

r

For Sale
Rentals

Miscellaneous

Please Pint

Count 33 spaces for one line -count one line for address

Starting Date

Run Ad For

Enclosed $

-

Days

Check

Name
Address
City
For display advertising rates phone CY 4-6414, Ext. 2/09

CLASSIFIEDS
rcom.roate
no 8.

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c lin succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
To

,

1954 Chip, cony new rims stick new
"r
UN 7.4427.

Place an Ad:

Dorm room amiiable in Markham Hall
(I.’, P.,
cm. 108, CY 4 6019

Call at Student Affsirs Office
Room Ifs, Tower Hall
No Piscine Orders

Women room and board $22.50 per
week. CY 5 9504.
I Fur. Rms, Male Students. Kit. Priv.
’ $10-15. Call CY 3-3088.

Lest end Found
Found: One high school class rico
Cr tray come to bookstore for
cat.on.

Apt., share with girl, prefer grad. 1 blk.
I ra- .s. CY 3-6784.
Rooms for men with kitchen priv. $27.50
- S. 5.h St.

Transportation Wanted

7 Modern fern. apt. for 2 or 3 poorze.
3 Riders m iiy to Seem
11
*n Sontile or Sn’ern der,/ iro 514 F Peed St.
3.1713.
Christmas. CY
Men 2 private rooms Ir.-T P shower be.
) Riders wanted: Flying ro St. Lc..., ’ehohi 52 S. 10th, CY 7 1506.
CY
0.0.
share
semesters:
Mo between
To sher expenses 3 rm. apt.. 825 S. 9th
3.1,13.
CY 7-9148’ Dave.
Wanted: Rid, to East Coast d eri a g
droii-i Christmas vacaMna Ger 16. Cc" Per Sale
*hr. P Veheski ap’. 3, 375 E W,’ 5m5,
1959 Vespa $250 9000 rni’es trust sell
Wanted one do, +0 Dehvor. leavIng
after 4 P.M.
5. Call CT r.1731
I glump. Eicellent condition. House
.
Need a ride
Make offer CY 21819.
Tr 4
C.octoct Joe 16,,
Women Handy Glen FF2 contract I or
6019,
c CY 3.9589.
Rentals
Sttolts & Molitor ski boots size 12 or 13
t, 74szi
Glor .02
Contracts: ’2,
Dols 2 bd

virariro
Ihs 00 CY

All irlectrc studio & I bodo
’3 9th St.

npf $75

Men-bd & ern

PiAirture girl

Portraits Subject
At Photo Lecture

_Job Interviews 1
Note: Interviews are held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appoint
mint lists are put out in advance of the
interview and students are reguestd
to sign up early.-Ed.
TODAY
New York Life Insurance ca,
needs graduates in any major area
for sales trainee jobs.
J. J. Newberry eo, will interview business majors for management trainee positions.
Rurrongh Welleome & co. will
interview scifmce or business majors for pharmaceutical sales positions.
MONDAY
Lever Brothers representatives
will interview students in the business and liberal arts fields for
management of sales positions.
Rank of America needs student,.
in finance, economics and liberal
arts fields for management training programs in general banking,
trust and international positions.
California Personnel hoard will
interview civil engineering majors.

The two campus -produced television shows go out over KNTV
this weekend, "Perspective" at
12:30 p.m. on Saturday and "Explorations" Sunday at 10 a.m.
The shows differ widely, however, as the student -produced perspective" show will feature the
Noren LaBarge
students of
Mitchell. assistant professor of
speech. reading portions of a dramatic program to be titled "Love
Is Eternal."
The excerpts are from the novel
of the same name by Irving Stone,
and highlight the wooing and marriage of Mary Todd to Abraham
Lincoln. James Kerr plays Abe,
Carol Hilgeman will act as Mary.
and Luis Valdez will portray Stephan Douglas, Lincoln’s opponent
in the "Great Debates."
"Explorations," to be televised
Sunday, presents its program for

te41011.1h and V, I mi1(1-1)e Intel
through the Instructionnl Tel
sion center. "Writing Rendin
as the show is titled, will pre
some of the latest findings
"written language" and sug
areas of improvement in
and indicate its value in edn...

gaktna4
?

M7’

9/ck(
()
Corsag
Bougie

CY 2-0462

10th & Santa Cls

For distinctive gifts and apparel from the Aloha State
VISIT
(Montgomery
THE
Hotel Bldg.)
CY 5-7066 - 26 W. San Antonio St. - San Jose
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M
Open 10:00’ 5:30 Daily

HAWAIIAN SHOP

Spartaguide

LARKS

Uncle John’s

PANCAKE HOUSE
World Famous PANCAKES
JU 9-2081

1301 El Camino-Millbrae
1680 El Camino Real -Santa Clara

CH 3-8251

141 5 S. First -San Jose

CY 4-7711

Open 24 hours Daily
Part yroom Available
.

......

.

* ask the man who owns one

la

HOME OF THE
HAPPY HOT DOG
181 E. SANTA CLARA ST

7opre
ON SALE 11416

Filters for
flavor
-finest flavor by far.’

;
rreyto
lit-ASS

A 1,

Tareytoii 1,t

TUESDAY
City of San Diego seeks police
and civil engineering majors for
service positions.
F. W. Woolworth en, will interview students in business administration and marketing for management training program.

130 Motom’a ’,Skywriter ,r
Yr. $5 Cm’ 3 7;405.
1952 Studebaker 2 door runs
CL I 6221.
For Sale .38 Special 4- revei,e
’1 ITrYst soll. $35. Sill Oirr.,.

SQUAW VALLEY STATE PARK’S
NEW LOW-COST RESORT HOTEL
Join Ihe fen at Olympic. Village in
the gnomic winter wonderland of
21
Recoder AM .
Squaw Valley, site of the 1960 Win
1499
ifrr Olympic Gamely Olympic run.,
Vagt elopes for novices, indoor and
outdoor skating-all within with.
Services
ing distance. Musk nightly. Dane
_
ins. Beautiful cafeteria. All private
Professional Secretarial Service:
rooms $8 douMe. $10 triple.
FR
te m papers, theses. Phone
SKI WSW( SPSCIAL: Sun. through
nights for the price of 4.
Thlira -5IONS:
P rn
Olympic Village.
T
Miscollsatestes
Squaw Valley State Park. Tahoe
City, Calif., or call local Glen W
Fawcett office; or we travel agent.
Thesis, term papers typed Andrew 4’)255.
Special San Jose Representative
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS. 612.50,
Doug Fox, 228 Carlton Ave..
plus I in gold fres. A coal offers AL 2Los Gail/S; 1.111,114. 6-7 p.m.
9191.
EL 8-4921

Contract foe

COUPLE prole, grarl
.id supervise cc..
’

7

75

S.J.S. grad has 3.brrn 7 ra- all
hare .
s‘ril ^s,rhe Wastside. W
$42.00 mo. Cell CY 5 4
Male student would like to share
f yeti prior Dec 10 Apt 312 /EK
Stores and Offices across horn dorms on
’ 200-7000 sq. ft. available air
’
r.,
r L. Mitchell & Co., CY 3.3773.

111111.-

Librarians and prospective librarians, more than 200 in number. are on campus today attending an Institute on Centralized
Cataloging being sponsored by the
SJS Department of Librarianship.
Leslie H. Janke, head of the
Librarianship department, said the
institute program is planned to
give students of librarianship and
inservice librarians an opportunity
to explore current developments
In centralized cataloging and information indexing.
Sessions are being held in S142.
OPENED WITH TALK
The morning session was opened
at 9:30 with a talk on "The Operation of the California State Library Processing Center," by Melvin C. Oathout, principal technical services librarian of the California State Library.
Dr. Shirley I.. Hopkinson, assistant professor of librarianship
HECKLED SHOVED, CURSED by two women is an unidentified
at SJS, is moderator of a panel
Roman Catholic priest as he walks from Frantz Elementary school,
discussion of current trends in
New Orleans. He was accompanying Methodist minister Andrew
centralized cataloging and indexing
Foreman and his daughter, pamela Lynne, who had attended
services. Her panel discussion will
integrated classes. Federal judges yesterday overruled all
begin after Mr. Oathout concludes
Louisiana barriers to school integration.
his talk.
AFTERNOON SPEAKERS
Speakers at the afternoon session will be Mrs. Eleanor I.
Schmidt, assistant librarian of the
Advanced Systems Development
and Research Library, IBM, San
Isom Cook, it,s.ii.d-ssinning IttI
It WAY
Jose: and Dr. Hopkinson.
tographer from Salinas, will desiersnan club, dance, WG22,
Various commercial library serscribe professional methods of 7:30 p.m.
vices will have representatives
"Color Portrait Photography" tolintel, motor pool present to answer questions or to
Wnal
night at 8 in SI42.
to services. call Jim Rosenfeld for give demonstrations of equipment.
Mr. Cook, whose two portraits reservations. CYpress 4-8741.
were placed in a permanent col- SUNDAY
Hillel Sponsors Bus
lection at this year’s National
Id, speaker. J in To Ball Tomorrow;
Photography convention in Chien- Williams’ home, 2276 Newhall,
go, will bring "20 or 30" salon col- Santa Clara.
Rabbi Talks Monday
7:30 p.m.
or prints with him to the demonc
Hillel club vrilL sponsor bus
nlon, St. PatNewman
transportation to the inter-Hillel
rick’s church, 10 a.m. Mass, breakChannukah ball tomorrow in BerAccording to Morton Boss, head fast following at Newman hall.
keley.
of the Photography department.
Bus leaves at 7:30 p.m. Round
MONDAY
approximately half of them are
meeting. S142, 3:30 trip cost is $1. Further informaJunior
class,
award winners.
tion may be obtained from Jim
p.m.
Mr. Cook operates and owns his
Sophomore CIAAS. meeting A216, Rosenfeld or Larry Miller at CY
own studio in Salinas.
4-8741.
3:30 p.m.
Rabbi Joseph Gitin. of San Jesse
B’nal trrith Hillel. speaker, ColHis
lecture
was arranged
Temple Emanuel, will speak on
through Mr. Boss and the Central lege Union. 8 p.m.
Coast Counties Camera Club counPI Omega PI, executive meet- Jewish humor Monday at 8 p.m.
cil
ing 2 p.m., general meeting, 3:30 when the Hillel club meets in the
College Union. 315 S. Ninth nt.
p.m TH108.

Fills Air
Weekend

TOE

tankYIDN RING MA’44 THE REAL THING,

DUAL FILTER

2 Rooms 7 Wendy Glen at for r,-.
Ca I Anne Davis. CY 3.9753.
1 Space :n Wendy Glen, phone CY
Bell.

Quiet

. cs apt turn. salary

Librarians’ Institute
Exploring Indexing, Campus TV
Cataloguing Trends Again This

HARSH WORDS OVER INTEGRATION

."

Here’s how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It riOrnblflr.5 a unique Inner filtrr of AclIVAIID UI AVnAL
...definitely proved to make the taste of a rigaroto mild arid

.emoster, call

Torrvinn hoc

tilt- ’I-lc/Y.-

Dual Filter
does it!

smooth...
.rY

2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tereyton’s flavorbalance glveS
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

NEW DUAL FILTER
Ftwiduif ot ,Z./Aumwoon Iteleco-Cloctlys --,Ziesceo

me. o

Ta reyton

